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About This Game
ARE YOU READY FOR THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE?
UNIQUE SYMBIOSIS OF MUSIC AND GRAPHICS
Dub Dash is a fast-paced rhythm based action game. The tracks are decomposed into diverging game mode segments. The
obstacles, tracks and visual effects are all adjusted to the music and in perfect harmony with each song. Dub Dash has a great
soundtrack including music from Bossfight and the DJs of Geometry Dash – to enjoy the full experience the use of headphones
is highly recommended.
UP TO FOUR PLAYER SPLIT-SCREEN MODE
Challenge your friends to the ultimate race in this breathtaking split-screen competitive mode for up to four players
simultaneously. Who will beat most of the level? Jump in and find out!
SEVEN ULTRA CHALLENGING GAMEPLAY MECHANICS
Spin your crazy wheel in harmony with the song and keep dodging left and right avoiding obstacles at high speed. Fly like a
bird, make hard 90° turns and feel the rhythm of the zig-zag trajectory. The objective for each track is clear: Do you rock the
funky road of Dub Dash?
GRAPHICAL FIREWORKS
Dub Dash offers impressive colorful graphics and effects with a steady and smooth high framerate. Immerse yourself in a
hypnotizing psychedelic experience.
SKILL COMES WITH PRACTICE
The gameplay of each segment is simple but it´s tough to master the levels. Actually it´s extremely hard, almost impossible – but
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fortunately there´s the practice mode which gives you a save point after each passage so you won´t need to finish the whole level
in one try. Memorize each segment of the level and maybe (only maybe) you will be able to master even the hardest levels
someday.
FEATURES

Driving electronic soundtrack
Psychedelic graphical fireworks
“Easy to learn, hard to master” gameplay
All levels split in multiple gameplay sections
Gameplay technically synched to the music in the minutest detail
Use of all input devices (keyboard, gamepads, mouse – even racing wheels!)
Great soundtrack including tracks from Bossfight and DJs from Geometry Dash
Challenge mode featuring randomly generated levels to earn extra lives
Multiplayer mode for up to four players on split-screen
Practice mode for every level
Steam Controller support
Steam Achievements

PHOTOSENSITIVE SEIZURE WARNING
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain
visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games.
Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed
condition that can cause these "photosensitive epileptic seizures" while watching
video games.
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered
vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation,
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking
nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms
- children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures.
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The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following
precautions:
•Play in a well-lit room
•Do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor
before playing.
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This was clearly a microtransaction game on a touchpad device at one point. The controls are very simplistic and it's essential a
"hit the button at the right time" game like guitar hero or the like. It does get rather difficult, at which point you will need to use
"continues" to make it through levels unless you can play them flawlessly. Without the microtransactions in the game anymore
however, the only way to get, "continues," is to play the easier levels 500 times flawlessly to stock up on them.
I bought this game for the multiplayer aspect of it. The multiplayer is more fun because as long as one person makes it to a
checkpoint, the whole team gets to keep going. The downside is that you have to unlock levels in single player. Ultimately I
decided to just access the game's root files and unlock all the levels via coding rather than playing through the frustrating single
player mode.
The visuals and the music are good an engaging, however don't buy this game if you're looking for a multiplayer game.. Is there
a easy mode for idiots like me? I am stuck at lvl2.... practice mode is horrible. its a fun game for a very short little while.
-have to beat songs to unlock other songs (not inherently bad but for this game, its pretty
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t)
-Multiplayer sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I tried it with a cousin who used an Xbox controller. whoever screws up
has to wait for the other to screw up just so they can keep playing
-have to beat the \\"Challenge\\" mode for more lives. You basically play the same songs but with different obstacles. Basically
relearning that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing song you just learned to do.
-NO WORKSHOP TOOLS (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing really?)
They start you off with some Lives incase you screw up and since each time you screw up just once it costs you a life and you
get to start almost from where you died, unless you have no lives then you just restart from the beginning.
So as i was learning the timing of the first song i used up all my Lives, and this is where the game stopped being fun.
I finished that first song and eventually beat the second. With no Lives at all, just constant restarting and hearing the same loops
over and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing over.
Then i got to the 3rd song and its fun and all but super frustrating and once you\\'ve made your 100th attempt, you kinda just
stop caring.
I put off from doing this review because i normally don\\'t review games but this game made me salty as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
If you have money and don\\'t rage then maybe this game will be fun for you but damnit this game just needs a few small tweaks
to be fun.
Implement:
-WORKSHOP TOOLS
-Don\\'t force people to unlock songs when the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing songs themselves are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I wanna \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing play what i paid for, not be locked
out
if one of those is implemented i will change my Review to a positive but only then.. WOW! This game has some wonderful
qualities to it. The camera is warped in a strange way that forces the eye to focus purely on the action, and it makes me feel in a
trance. The levels feel perfectly in tune with the rocking soundtrack, and its just plain fun! To top it off, the developers are bros.
I came to the store page looking for music DLC to buy, and I was
kinda\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when it wasn't there. That was until I looked in my install directory
and realized the devs left the music files there unencrypted, so I was able to put it on my phone and mp3 player! Thanks devs
for an awesome game, I hope to master it someday. -PR0XIDIAN. This was clearly a microtransaction game on a touchpad
device at one point. The controls are very simplistic and it's essential a "hit the button at the right time" game like guitar hero or
the like. It does get rather difficult, at which point you will need to use "continues" to make it through levels unless you can play
them flawlessly. Without the microtransactions in the game anymore however, the only way to get, "continues," is to play the
easier levels 500 times flawlessly to stock up on them.
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I bought this game for the multiplayer aspect of it. The multiplayer is more fun because as long as one person makes it to a
checkpoint, the whole team gets to keep going. The downside is that you have to unlock levels in single player. Ultimately I
decided to just access the game's root files and unlock all the levels via coding rather than playing through the frustrating single
player mode.
The visuals and the music are good an engaging, however don't buy this game if you're looking for a multiplayer game.. The
game is actually and overpriced, poorly made version of Geometry Dash. Instead of buying this, just buy Geometry Dash, its
cheaper and provides more to do than this version of google's dinosaur runner. On top of that after a while it stopped working
and was opening randomly to slow down my computer.. Once you get in the flow of the music, it's awesome! For this price it's a
no-brainer.. Very uniqe and fun BUT THE 4th LEVEL IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE and I want to be in the middle so Im just
gonna recommend the game
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This is a true spiritual successor to Geometry Dash, and it gets everything right. The beautiful 3D graphics and the rad
soundtrack are enough to convince me to buy it. It offers just as much, if not more challenge than Geometry Dash did. The one
thing I don't like is the small amount of levels, which I'm sure will soon be remedied by updates later. The thing that is the
lowest point of this game is you can't progress to the next level until you've beaten the previous one, and as of right now there is
no level creater, and I don't know if there ever will be one. Overall though, great game.. The game is actually and overpriced,
poorly made version of Geometry Dash. Instead of buying this, just buy Geometry Dash, its cheaper and provides more to do
than this version of google's dinosaur runner. On top of that after a while it stopped working and was opening randomly to slow
down my computer.. Once you get in the flow of the music, it's awesome! For this price it's a no-brainer.. In basic terms: A
pretty good 3D Geometry Dash concept + Flashy lights. I'm sold.
In more In depth terms: After playing this game. I decided to slightly modify stages, by changing songs played in them. Apart
from that, the controls are good if you use something like an xbox 360 controller (I use it and it plays smoother than a mouse
and keyboard). I would recommend this game if you are a fan of Geometry Dash and want to see something similar but
different.
Apparently the developers have not forgotten about this diamond in the rough, and will hopefully be updating it with more
exciting mechanics and unique level design. Special thanks to headup games for making a good game.. Awesome game. WOW!
This game has some wonderful qualities to it. The camera is warped in a strange way that forces the eye to focus purely on the
action, and it makes me feel in a trance. The levels feel perfectly in tune with the rocking soundtrack, and its just plain fun! To
top it off, the developers are bros. I came to the store page looking for music DLC to buy, and I was
kinda\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when it wasn't there. That was until I looked in my install directory
and realized the devs left the music files there unencrypted, so I was able to put it on my phone and mp3 player! Thanks devs
for an awesome game, I hope to master it someday. -PR0XIDIAN. your controls suck .. its a fun game for a very short little
while.
-have to beat songs to unlock other songs (not inherently bad but for this game, its pretty
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t)
-Multiplayer sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I tried it with a cousin who used an Xbox controller. whoever screws up
has to wait for the other to screw up just so they can keep playing
-have to beat the \\"Challenge\\" mode for more lives. You basically play the same songs but with different obstacles. Basically
relearning that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing song you just learned to do.
-NO WORKSHOP TOOLS (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing really?)
They start you off with some Lives incase you screw up and since each time you screw up just once it costs you a life and you
get to start almost from where you died, unless you have no lives then you just restart from the beginning.
So as i was learning the timing of the first song i used up all my Lives, and this is where the game stopped being fun.
I finished that first song and eventually beat the second. With no Lives at all, just constant restarting and hearing the same loops
over and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing over.
Then i got to the 3rd song and its fun and all but super frustrating and once you\\'ve made your 100th attempt, you kinda just
stop caring.
I put off from doing this review because i normally don\\'t review games but this game made me salty as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
If you have money and don\\'t rage then maybe this game will be fun for you but damnit this game just needs a few small tweaks
to be fun.
Implement:
-WORKSHOP TOOLS
-Don\\'t force people to unlock songs when the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing songs themselves are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I wanna \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing play what i paid for, not be locked
out
if one of those is implemented i will change my Review to a positive but only then.
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